Simon Says Stamp Christmas Foliage Wreath Card

Technique: die cutting and heat embossing
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 20 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Simon Says Stamp – Reindeer Background Stamp

INK:
VersaMark

ACCESSORIES:
Die cutting machine
SSS Christmas Foliage dies
MFT – Joy – die-namics
Handheld hole punch
Heat Tool
SSS White Embossing Powder
Ranger Anti-static pouch
Tombow Multi-purpose Glue
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Score Pal Mini
Silicone Bone Folder
Tim Holtz scissors

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White 110# 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
Simon Says Stamp Green Leaf 4-1/4 x 11 – die cut green foliage
Simon Says Stamp Surf Blue 4-1/4 x 11 – die cut blue foliage
Simon Says Stamp Lipstick Red 4-1/4 x 11 - Die cut sentiment and punch berries
Scraps of the blue and green cut in strips for the top and bottom of the card

DIRECTIONS:
1. Score and fold the card base and then white heat emboss the Reindeer Background stamp across the front.
2. Die cut 5 sets of green and 5 sets of the blue foliage.
3. Starting with the blue foliage, glue the pieces down in a circle on the card base.
4. Overlap with the green, offsetting so you can see the blue.
5. Due cut the sentiment three times and stack them together using the white glue.
6. Attach to the center of the wreath.
7. Punch a bunch of red circles with the hand punch and glue around the wreath for berries.
8. Cut a strip of blue ¼ inch wide and two green about 1/8 inch wide and glue to the top and bottom of the card front.
9. Use some of the leftover green circles along the bottom.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

CZ Design Cling Stamps
REINDEER...
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My Favorite Things JOY
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Tsukineko Versamark
EMBOSS INK PAD...
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Simon Says Stamp
EMBOSSING POWDER...
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Precision Heat Embossing
Tool Hero...
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Ranger ANTI STATIC POUCH

Crafter’s Companion GEMINI

Tim Holtz Tonic CRAFT
ink62332
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Neenah Classic Crest 110 LB SMOOTH...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Tombow MONO MULTI Liquid Glue Two...
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